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Background

Although there’s much to love about New York City, whether it be for its diversity, food,

landmarks, culture, etc., there’s plenty of things to dislike about the city. One of these things

being its crime. Despite the fact that there’s plenty of crime everywhere, we want NYC to keep

its locals and tourists safe. According to the index crime statistics table presented by the NYPD,

the number of crimes in NYC has continued to rise, with crimes like robbery, felony assault,

burglary, and grand larceny auto increasing at the start of 2023 [1].

Furthermore, the New York Times states that major crimes in NYC increased by 22%. They

report that the number of arrests, robberies, and crimes in subway systems have risen [2]. Not

only does New York crime affect its locals, it also affects its tourists. There have been multiple

incidents where tourists visiting New York have been at the wrong place, at the wrong time. This

was unfortunately the case for Chris Ruby of Kansas City who encountered two men fighting in

Manhattan and was shot in the shoulder [3]. Fortunately, he survived, and he no longer had the

desire to stay in New York.
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NYC is the largest city in the United States, accounting for a population of approximately

8.6 million people [4]. According to Wikipedia, NYC has the largest educational system amongst

all the cities in the world. New York State is also “the nation’s largest importer of college

students” [5]. Students attending universities in New York State and NYC surpass the number of

students in other cities in the U.S. [5]. Furthermore, according to the New York State

Comptroller, NYC has consistently ranked as a top 10 destination globally. New York State

Comptroller also mentions that in 2019, NYC had welcomed 66.6 million tourists [6]. This

means that there’s millions of students of all ages and tourists combined who rely on NYC’s

safety, and this doesn’t even account for the families and employees that reside in NYC.

Statement of the Problem

According to the Pew Research Center, the top three platforms U.S. adults use to access

their news is through news websites and apps, accounting for about a quarter of U.S. adults

(23%), 12% of adults prefer search, and 13% of adults prefer social media [7].

Furthermore, they reported that about a third of U.S. adults get their news from Facebook [8]. It’s

known that social media isn’t necessarily a reliable source for news consumption due to
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misinformation, algorithms showing inaccurate or incomplete news to certain groups of users,

etc. A survey conducted by the Pew Research Center also shows that less than half of U.S. adults

feel confident in the news media [9].

More interestingly, they also conducted a survey that showed that

55% of U.S. adults felt that it was somewhat important to be

connected to the sources they get their news from. In addition to

this, the majority of these adults felt that they do not have a personal

connection with their news sources [9].

This data shows that adults in the U.S. are getting their news

from digital sources, mostly news websites and apps, but that

they’re also not confident in the news media. Most importantly, they

feel that there is a lack of personal connection to these sources. This

lack of confidence and connection to the news media can be
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detrimental to the lives of U.S. adults, and more specifically due to the scope of this project, New

Yorkers and tourists in NYC. While there are apps like Citizen that aim to provide trustworthy

crime news, they don’t provide a connection to its users. That being said, we developed SafeMap

in order to address these concerns.

Rationale of Solutions

Our solution to the aforementioned concerns is SafeMap. SafeMap is a mobile

application that provides the general public, specifically New Yorkers and its tourists, with

accurate and wide-ranging incident and non-incident data with the purpose of providing incident

awareness as well as a connection to these users. There isn’t an application in the market that’s

dedicated to serving New Yorkers and tourists in New York specifically. Although there are

crime alert applications that exist, they don’t cater to the lifestyle of people who reside in NYC.

As mentioned in the Background section, NYC is the largest city in the United States, it’s home

to more college students than any other city in the United States, and is also ranked as a top 10

destination globally, but its crime rates are steadily increasing and its affecting locals and

tourists.

With all of this being said, SafeMap provides incident data to address the lack of incident

awareness and also provides non-incident data, such as job, apartment, and event listings, to

provide a connection between this news source and its target users. Having access to incident

data concurrently with non-incident data will allow New Yorkers and its tourists do the

following:

● Determine if locations and their routes are unsafe

● Determine if the location at the listings are unsafe
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● Continue their usual lifestyle while staying safe

● Make informed decisions while exploring as a tourist

Users will be able to identify such incidents and non-incidents on a map and receive alerts of

crime nearby. Whether users are exploring new areas, going to places they visit often, or want to

learn about the incidents that usually occur in a particular area, they can use SafeMap in any

situation. SafeMap is a multi-purpose tool after all.

Design and Development of Systems

Considering that our application’s target audience is the general public, we designed

SafeMap in a way that’s user-friendly, intuitive, simple, and, most importantly, multi-purpose.

In terms of design, we decided to implement a minimal number of screens and features to

make navigation across the application easy. Also, our screens are icon and image-based to easily

communicate different types of crimes and listings as well as to avoid appearing cluttered with

text. SafeMap offers the following:

1. Map to locate incidents and non-incidents: Our map screen is SafeMap’s home page where

users can visually locate different types of incidents as well as non-incidents like job, apartment,

and event listings. Incidents and non-incidents are represented with an appropriate icon on the

map in order to easily communicate to users what is occurring or being offered in that area.

Users are able to filter incidents and non-incidents on the map using the filter button with the

purpose of reducing their anxiety while using the application as being aware of all crime at all

times can be overwhelming. Another anxiety reducing feature we offer is Toggle On/Off. With

Toggle On/Off, users can reduce the scope of incidents shown on the map. Toggle Off displays
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crime in all of New York. Toggle On displays incidents only in the user’s zip code. The map

screen includes a search bar that utilizes the shortest path algorithm. The purpose of this feature

is to allow users to search a destination and see what incidents are occuring there at that point in

time. The search bar automatically loads the shortest path without needing users to press other

buttons like on Google Maps where users have to select a mode of transportation and choose

from different routes.

2. Non-incident information pages: The non-incident data that SafeMap offers is job,

apartment, and event listings.These three categories have their pages which include the listing

name, address, contact information, and an about and description section. As mentioned

previously, SafeMap offers non-incident data in addition to incident data so that users can

identify crime near those listings. Having access to non-incident and incident data concurrently
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helps the users make informed decisions about which jobs to apply to, which apartment to move

into, and which venues to avoid.

3. Receive incident alerts in Notification inbox: Users will

receive alerts of incidents nearby through their notification inbox.

The alerts state what kind of incident it is, the time it occurred,

how far the incident is from the user, where the user is at the time

of the incident, and it also includes a screenshot of where the

incident is taking place.
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4. View incident statistics: In our statistics screen, users are

able to view the top three incidents from the last seven days in

the area they select. This screen includes a responsive pie chart

with percentages, icons to represent the type of incident, number

of times that incident was committed, and percentage of overall

increase or decrease of that crime within the last seven days.

In terms of the development, SafeMap uses the following:

1. ReactJs: Currently one of the most popular web frontend frameworks developed by facebook.

We chose to use React because there is a vast market of ReactJs developers and development of

our application could easily be transferred

2. MongoDB: Currently one of the most popular NoSQL document based databases. MongoDB

provides a free tier, is fairly easy to learn, and is ideal for early development. Also, like reactjs,

has a vast market of developers so new developers can easily work on the application.

3. Google Maps API: Used google maps api to create maps and google geolocation so we do not

have to reinvent the wheel. It also provides a feel that most of our users are already used to.
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Evaluation with Users and Partners

The types of users we interviewed and surveyed varied slightly throughout this course.

Due to the adjustments we made to our target audience and mission, we received feedback from

two different groups of users, and we explained this change further in the Branding section.

Up until our Technology Update in the Spring semester, our target audience was

individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). We were able to communicate with these

individuals through the Goodwill site of the Possibilities & Advance Programs. We conducted

two in-person interviews at Goodwill with about 12 young adults with ASD in the Fall and

Spring semester. We also surveyed our neurotypical (individuals without ASD) peers, friends,

and family that live in NYC throughout this course. Although our target audience shifted in the

middle of the Spring semester from users with ASD to the general public, the features and design

choices influenced by those with ASD received positive feedback from the general public.

Our interviewees with ASD said they preferred a simple, uncluttered, and icon and

image-based application, and that is what we delivered. During our second in-person interview at

Goodwill, we received positive feedback on our design and the features we had implemented.

The only suggestion they made was to revert back to our past logo. The general public as well as

our community evaluators and professor Zhigang Zhu liked our last logo, which is our current

logo, so we reverted back to that logo!
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By the middle of the Spring semester, we received plenty of feedback saying that our application

would better serve the general public, so we changed our audience and only surveyed the general

public moving forward. Below is their feedback on the application we had so far. Nearly all of

our potential users think our application name and logo are inviting and fitting.

We asked about potentially adding non-incident data to our filter button in order to further serve

our new audience as well as differentiate us from other applications, such as Citizen. All

respondents answered positively, so we added it.

They also gave us positive feedback on SafeMap’s navigation and practicality. Lastly, we also

had them rate all of our screens, such as Map, Listing Information, Notification Inbox, and

Statistics screen, on a scale of 1-5 on how clear, simple, intuitive, and informative they were, and

nearly all of them rated a 4-5.
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Overall, our application received overwhelming positive feedback even after a slight change in

our brand. All types of users had good things to say about SafeMap’s development!

Discussion of Potential Markets and Future Work

SafeMap’s target consumer is the general public and this includes locals, tourists,

families, students, employees, etc. that want to gain incident awareness. That being said, there is

a wide range of potential markets for SafeMap to pursue. One market we want to target is the

educational sector. We would like to work alongside different educational institutes. Many

schools and universities have their own campus safety alert system, and we believe that SafeMap

could offer additional and higher quality safety. Not only would students find SafeMap helpful to

stay safe on and near campus, but they could use our non-incident data, such as job, apartment,

and event listings, to find jobs near campus that can reduce commute time, find apartments near

campus if students don’t want to dorm on campus, and find events to go to with classmates. They

can do all these things while staying safe by simply checking if there’s any crime near those

locations. SafeMap could be advertised in school letters and shared via school email. Another

market we want to pursue is the tourism sector. With millions of people visiting New York City

every year, we want to help tourists have a safe and pleasant time in our home! This market

could allow us to work with all kinds of companies that host activities that tourists like to enjoy
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while they visit. For instance, SafeMap could partner with TicketMaster, which is a company

that sells tickets for events like concerts and sport events. Tourists could use SafeMap to

determine if the venue is far from their homes and if the commute is safe. SafeMap could also be

advertised in subway systems. SafeMap could help NYC become a safe place to visit and, in

turn, increase NYC’s tourism rate.

In terms of future work, we will continue to implement the non-incident listings. We want

to add more listings so that our audience continues to grow. Considering that our target customer

is the general public, this can even include individuals with ASD, which are our former target

customers. We want to work with Goodwill again in the future to continue our mission of making

our UI user-friendly for all users. A potential feature we could add allows the user to customize

the UI on their account. This way, individuals with ASD or older individuals that aren’t tech

savvy can adjust our UI in a way that simplifies the user experience. Lastly, we want to figure

out a way to continue to reduce user anxiety while having access to a multitude of incident data.

Branding

SafeMap’s brand changed for the better throughout the Fall and Spring semester of this

course. The major change in our brand was the shift in our target audience. In the Fall semester,

our original target audience was individuals with ASD and our mission was to help these

individuals build independence by providing them with incident alerts while they travel.

However, based on the feedback we received throughout the Spring semester from community

evaluators and surveys answered by individuals with ASD as well as the general public, we

thought it was best to reevaluate our brand. The feedback we often received was that our

application could serve users other than those with ASD and might even be more suitable for the
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general public. Because our mission was always centered around incident awareness and we

realized that a larger community of users could also benefit from our application, we changed

our target audience from people with ASD to the general public. In addition to the shift in our

audience, we also adjusted the mission of our application to be a platform dedicated to providing

incident awareness. With these adjustments, SafeMap could have a lot more applications and can

be used by a larger audience. Thanks to the community evaluators and survey respondents,

SafeMap became a multi-purpose tool for raising incident awareness! Furthermore, because our

original audience was individuals with ASD, the majority of our features and design choices

were influenced by their preferences. We realized that the features and design choices we made

to accommodate these individuals were also suitable for the general public since they were made

to be user-friendly and easy to use for those that would typically have a harder time using

technology. Because of this, we were able to continue our development smoothly even after

adjusting our audience and mission.

Below is our original and final brand. We kept our application name SafeMap the same

throughout the application development because our users thought it was fitting. However, we

made a lot of changes to our logo and ultimately decided on the green logo with a red navigation

icon because it was the most popular logo amongst our survey respondents, community

evaluators, and our professor. Our slogan, “Travel safely with confidence”, remained the same as

well because our mission was always centered around helping the user feel safe and confident

while traveling by providing them with incident awareness.
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Original Brand:

Slogan:
Travel safely with confidence!

Mission:
Helping ASD individuals achieve their goal of traveling independently while keeping them safe

Final Brand:

Slogan:
Travel safely with confidence!

Mission:
To create a platform dedicated to providing all audiences incident awareness and make incident

and non-incident data easily accessible at all times, for all purposes
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